
 

   
 

The Bluff Bar at Beach Enclave Launches Bespoke Cocktail Menu in Association with Arbikie 
Distillery 

 

 
 

The private villa resort’s new amenity The Bluff Bar in the Turks and Caicos has collaborated with Scottish distillery 
Arbikie to launch their new cocktail menu 

 
On 4 February, Beach Enclave, the private luxury villa resort in the Turks & Caicos launched its latest lux offering, 
The Bluff Bar, situated cliff side and elevated 65 feet above sea level on the North Shore property on the island of 
Providenciales, overlooking the azures of the ocean. 
 
After whiling away hours idling in the Caribbean sun with warm sand between the toes, guests can experience 
barefoot luxury at TheBluff Bar. Once guided to their seat, guests will receive attentive and high class service 
amongst the beach experience. From cold towels and infused water, to fresh sun-cream and locally sourced food 
and drinks, beach revellers can focus on, not focusing, whilst feeling refreshed, with every need catered for. 
 
To mark the opening, The Bluff Bar has partnered with Scottish distillery, Arbikie to curate a bespoke cocktail menu 
for its guests. The collaboration epitomises both Beach Enclave and Arbikie standards of authenticity and 
exclusivity, whilst offering a fusion of Caribbean and Highland influences. 
 
The new cocktail menu was innovated by Beach Enclave Resort Manager, Kinson Lazarre and Arbikie Brand 
Ambassador, Alex Forsyth. With various interactive on-sight training days, both Arbikie and Beach Enclave teams 
came together to accomplish six incredibly luscious and unique cocktails. It was essential for collaborating parties 
to harmonize a cocktail menu that replicated the luxuriousness and beauty surrounding the Beach Enclave 
properties as well as Arbikie’s premium brand.  
 
All ingredients were carefully selected to compliment the Arbikie spirits and each cocktail created specifically for 
the discerning tastes of Resort guests. Whether they are on the beautiful surrounding beaches, in the company of 
friends at The Bluff Bar or in the gorgeous seclusion of the private holiday villas, each cocktail can be enjoyed and 
experienced at Beach Enclave. 
 
Resort Manager Kinson Lazarre said of the collaboration: “Arbikie’s centuries-old method of making spirits 
amazingly rare and so is the location on which The Bluff Bar sits. The Bluff Bar is elevated 65 feet above sea level 
and boasts breath-taking views of Princess Alexandra National Park and the barrier reef. Our location is as unique 
as our handcrafted artisan signature cocktail menu.” 
  
Beach Enclave provides the privacy and seclusion of your own home within a secure, gated community, with resort 
amenities and services on call. A trio of luxury, low-density residential enclaves in Providenciales, Beach Enclave is 
redefining beachfront luxury villa living in the Turks and Caicos Islands. Beach Enclave residences are situated on 
three of the islands’ most beautiful beaches all strategically positioned to showcase breath-taking ocean views and 
enjoy the island's gentle trade winds. 
 

~~ENDS~~ 
www.beachenclave.com  

For more press information and images please contact Clemmie, Sophie or Lydia at Kitten & 
Sharkclemmie@kittenandshark.com / sophie@kittenandshark.com / lydia@kittenandshark.com 
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